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Abstract: This article intends to outline the correlation between territorial planning policies and the 
urban physiognomy against the historical and geopolitical background specific to Central and Eastern 
Europe, in general, and to Romania, in particular. A representative case-study is Bucharest-City. From a 
historical perspective, analysing this correlation allows individualising Romania’s Capital-city by six 
“architectural layers” with a homogeneous physiognomy and historically attested, which emerged and 
evolved in the geopolitical circumstances specific to certain mediaeval periods and influences. When the 
Romanian traditional architecture suffered by Turkish and Greek influences, as well as French ones (end 
of the 19th cent.-early 20th cent.). In the interwar period it was the American, the Soviet (1950-1960), the 
North-Korean (1980s) and contemporary (as of 1990) influences, globalising fluxes and the generalisation 
of Western architectural models being quite obvious. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. TARGETS 

 The downfall of ideological barriers in Central and Eastern Europe led to deep-going economic and 
social changes against the background of accelerated globalising flows. In Romania, the rapid transition 
from an autocratic political system and an over-centralised economy to democracy and a free competition 
based economy led to an economic-social destructuring followed by a new restructuring [1], [2]. Speaking 
of the urban structure, this process developed in two major directions: social, by an upsurge of marginal 
phenomena grounded in unemployment and lack of viable alternatives for professional reconversion, 
corruption and “freedoms” wrongly understood and implemented, also physionomically through 
bankruptcy-induced closure of some industrial units and the development of new residential quarters and 
services areas [3], [4]. Thus, spatial reconversion produced new dependencies between production and 
consumption, new poles of population concentration in the large cities [5]. 
 Against this background the present study aims at highlighting the recent changes in the urban 
physiognomy integrated within a broader historical context, with political decision-making being a 
decisive factor. 
 Research, focussed on studying the influence exerted by territorial management policies on the 
urban make-up, represents an important contribution to the theory claining the uneven development of 
cities [6], [7]. Against this background, the stress falls on the characteristics common to cities in Central 
and Eastern Europe, influenced by the policies of central-based development specific to the latter half of 
the 20th century [8], [9], as well as by the territorial disparities that opposed successive conservation and 
stagewise development of the urban outline (the urban palimpsest concept) [10], [11] and the creative 
distruction in urban planning [12] to the policies of removing and building up, on the other [13], [14], 
[15], this topic generating vast polemical discussions within the Romanian scientific community even 
during the totalitarian period [16]. The case-study analysed herein comes from an area little approached 
in the international geographical literature, namely, Bucharest city, the capital of Romania.  
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